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UNITED STATES

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT 

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MEM ORAND UM OPINION AND ORDER

This Memorandum Opinion and Order is issued pursuant to 50 U.S.C, § 1805c(b) &. (c), 

which provide for the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court [FISC) to review, under a "cieariy 

erroneous” standard, procedures adopted by the Attorney General and the Director of National 

Intelligence (DNI) under SO U.S.C. § 1805b(a)(l), For the reasons stated herein, the Court finds 

that the proced-ures that have been submitted to the Court meet the applicable review for clear error 

with regard to the government’s determinations that the collections appropriately concern persons 

reasonably believed to be outside of the United States.

i. Procedural History

On August 17, 2097, the government filed a set of procedures with this Court pursuant to 50 

U.S.C. § 1805c(a). Those procedures pertain to a certification by the Attorney General and the 

Director of National Intelligence, styied DNI/AG 105B Certification 07-01, filed -under seal on 

August 10, 2007, pursuant to § 1805b(c). Under that certification, and following those procedures 

{"Q7-0I procedures"), the National Security Agency (NSA) acquires foreign intelligence
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In an order dared October 11,2007. tie  Court stated that it would consider theseH

procedures jointly for purposes of the Court’s review pursuant to 50 U.S.C. § 1805c. and directed 

the government to address specific questions about these procedures identified in the Court’s initial 

review. That order (’'October U  Order'') is incorporated herein by reference and marie a part of this 

Opinion and Order. See attached Tab A. The government timely submitted its response on October 

26, 2007, see Government’s Response to the Court's Order of October 11, 2007 (“Gov'! 

Response”), which is incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this Opinion and Order, as 

the Court has relied on its contents. See attached Tab B.

On December 12, 2007, a hearing in this matter was conducted on the record. The transcript 

of that hearing ( ‘Trans.”) is incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this Opinion and 

Order, as the Court has relied on its contents. See attached Tab C.
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n. Statutory Framework

In this matter, a judge of the FISC is for the first time exercising a responsibility' assigned to 

it by the Protect .America Act of 2007, Pub. L. No, 110-55, 121 Slat, 552 (PAA), The PAA created 

a new framework, within the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, codified as amended at 

50 U.S.C, §§ 1801-1871 (FISA), under which the Executive Branch, pursuant to a “certification" by 

the Attorney General and the DN3, may conduct certain forms of foreign intelligence collection, and

direct third parties to assist in such collection.

The PAA accomplished this in several steps. First, the PAA provided that FISA’s definition 

of electronic surveillance, at 50 U.S.C. § i 801(f), shall not be “construed to encompass surveillance 

directed at a person reasonably believed to be located outside of the United States.” 50 U.S.C.

§ 1805a.1

’ Prior to the PAA., the government had argued to the FISC that, in some contexts, 
surveillances of targets outside of the United States did constitute electronic surveillance as defined

to conduct such surveillances. Since the enactment of ihe PAA, the government has opted, pursuant 
to the ‘Transition procedures” of the PAA, to continue to submit applications to the FISC for 
authority to conduct such surveillances, “under the provisions of [FISA] as in effect” prior to the 
effective date of the P.AA. PAA § 6(b).

TOP SSe f iET.VCOM na7/ORCON,NOFOIW rat
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Second, the PAA created a new “certification” mechanism,' Under this PAA mechanism, 

"the [DNI] and the Attorney General, may for periods of up to one year authorize the acquisition of 

foreign intelligence information concerning persons reasonably believed to be outside the United 

States.” 50 U.S.C. § :T805b(a). in order to grant such an authorization, the DNI and the Attorney 

General must make several specified determinations. Most pertinently, they must determine that

(1) there are reasonable procedures in place for determining that the acquisition of 
foreign intelligence information . . , concerns persons reasonably believed to be 
located outside the United States, and such procedures will be subject to review of 
the Court pursuant to [50 U.S.C. § 1805c, and]

(2) the acquisition does not constitute electronic surveillance . . . .

kj.J These determinations “shall be in the form of a written certification, under oath.” § 1805b(a). 

The Attorney General and the DNI may direct a person to assist in acquisitions pursuant to such a 

certification. § 1805b(e),

Third, the PAA provides for judicial review of certain aspects of the certification process. 

The government is required to “transmit” to the FISC copies of each certification, § 1805b(a), and to * 3

£ The pre-PAA.:yersion of FISA provided a means for the Attorney General to authorize 
some forms of electronic surveillance, without benefit of a court order, by malting a different type of 
“certification.” 50 U.S.C. § 1802(a). Section 1802(a), which the PAA did not alter, is available 
only in narrowly drawn circumstances -  when the surveillance is “solely directed” ai certain types of 
foreign powers (not including groups engaged in international terrorism) and “there is no substantial 
likelihood” that airy U.S. person’s communications will be acquired. § 1302(a)(1)(A) & (B). 
Although copies of such certifications axe filed with the FISC under § 1802(a)(3), the FISC has no 
role in reviewing them.

3 The other required elements of the certification involve assistance from a third party who 
has access to communications or communications equipment; the “significant purpose” of obtaining 
foreign intelligence information; and the adequacy of the minimization procedures to be followed.
50 U.S.C. § 1805b(a)(3),: (a)(4) & (a)(5). " ..................■
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“submit” to the FISC “the procedures by which the Government determines that acquisitions 

conducted pursuant to [§ 1805b] do not constitute electronic surveillance.” § 1805c(a). “No later 

than 1 SO days after the effective date” of the PAA, the FISC “shall assess the Government’s 

determination under section 1 S05b(a)( 1) that those procedures are reasonably designed to ensure 

that acquisitions conducted pursuant to section 1805b do not constitute electronic surveillance. The 

court’s review shall be limited to whether the Government’s determination is clearly erroneous.”

§ 1805c(b).

If the court concludes that the determination is not clearly erroneous, it shall enter an 
order approving the continued use of such procedures. If the court concludes that the 
determination is clearly erroneous, it shall issue an order directing the Government to 
submit new procedures within 30 days or cease any acquisitions under section 1 S05b 
of this title that are implicated .by the court’s order.

§ 1805c(c),4

Three points about the FISC’s role 'under § 1805c bear emphasis.5 First, the FISC is to apply 

a “clearly erroneous” standard of review. To apply this standard properly, the FISC looks to how a 

“clearly erroneous” standard of review is understood in other contexts.6 When an appellate court is

----- TOP SECRET7/C0 MINT//ORCON.NOFO RISt i X l —

4 The PA.A also provides a role for the FISC regarding directives issued pursuant to
§ 1805b(e): 'under § } 805b(h), the recipient of such a directive may file a petition with the FISC 
challenging its legality; and under § 1805b(g), the government “may invoke the aid” of the FISC “to 
compel compliance” with a directive.

5 In a separate, adversarial proceeding before another judge of this Court under § 1805b(g), 
the respondent has argued that the PAA is unconstitutional because it violates the Fourth 
Amendment and separation-of-powers principles. See Docket No. 1053(G) 07-01. In the instant, 
ex parte proceeding under § 1805c, the Court addresses only those issues commended to it by
§ 1 805c, and does not reach those constitutional issues.

s See Bradley v. United States. 410 U.S. 605. 609 (1973) (statute understood to use
(continued..,)

Page 5
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reviewing a district court's findings of fact, see Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 52(a). it finds clear error only 

when "left with a definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed.” McAllister v. 

United States. 3 48 U.S. 19, 20 (1954) (internal quotations omitted). The review is not de novo. 

because the ''clearly erroneous” standard "plainly does not entitle a reviewing court to reverse the 

• finding . . . simply because it is convinced that it would have decided the case differently.” 

.Anderson v. City of Bessemer Cirv, 470 U.S.'564, 573 (1985). .And the "clearly erroneous” 

standard of review applied by this Court under different provisions of FISA6 7 ‘“ is not. of course, 

comparable to a probable cause finding by the judge.s,! In re Sealed Case. 310 F.3d 717, 739 (FISC 

Rev. 2002) (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 95-1283, pt. 1 at 80).

Second, the scope of the Court’s review under § 1805c is narrow. Executive branch 

determinations under § 1805b(a)(4) & (a)(5) regarding the purpose of the acquisition and the 

adequacy of minimization procedures are not subject to review under § 1805c. Nor, lender § 1805c, 

does the Court make any assessment of probable cause, as it does pursuant to §§ 1805(a)(3) and 

1824(a)(3) before issuing orders authorizing electronic surveillance and physical search.

Third, the statute describes the subject matter of the Court’s review 'under § 1805c using 

varying and ambiguous language. Section 1805b(a)(l) sets out the relevant executive branch

— TO? SECRET//COMINT//ORCONTWOFORfi7/Xl

6(...continued)
“familiar legal expressions in their familiar legal sense”) (internal quotations omitted).

' An application to the FISC for an order authorizing electronic surveillance or physical 
search must contain a certification from a designated senior executive branch official. See 50 
U.S.C. § 1804(a)(7) (electronic surveillance) and § 1823(a)(7) ((physical search). To grant such an 
application for a U.S, person target, the FISC judge must find that the certification is not clearly 
erroneous. See §§ 1 805(a)(5) & § 1824(a)(5).

----- TOP SEC RE T//CO MIN T/,■’ OR C O N ,N OF ORNV/% 1 ------
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"determination” as follows: that ’“there are reasonable procedures in place for determining that the 

acquisition of foreign intelligence information under this section concerns persons reasonable 

believed to be located outside the United States.” § 1 805b(a)(l) (emphasis added).8 However.

§ 18Q5c(b) states that the Court "shall assess the Government's determination undeT [§ 18D5b(a)(l)] 

that those procedures are reasonably designed to ensure that acquisitions conducted pursuant to 

f§ 18Q5bl do not constitute electronic surveillance." § 1805c(b) (emphasis added). One provision 

iocusas on the location of persons implicated by the acquisitions of foreign intelligence information, 

while the other provision focuses on whether the acquisitions constitute electronic surveillance.

This seeming disconnect between the language of § 18Q5b(a)(l) and § 1S05c(b) is bridged in 

part by the P.AA’s amendment to the definition of "electronic surveillance" to exclude “surveillance 

directed at a person reasonably believed to be located outside of the United States/’ § 1805a 

(emphasis added). Section 1805a arguably harmonizes § 1805b(a)(l) and § 1805e(b), to the extent 

that the acquisition of foreign intelligence information concerning persons reasonably believed to be 

outside of the United States (per § 1805b(a)(l)), will often, and perhaps usually, be accomplished 

through surveillance directed at persons reasonably believed to be outside of the United States. In 

that event, such surveillance will not constipate “electronic surveillance” by virtue of § 1805a.9 But

8 Section 1805b(a)(l) further provides that “such procedures will be subject to review of the 
Court pursuant to [§ 1805c].” Id,

9 For ease of reference, this Memorandum Opinion uses the term “surveillance” to refer to 
the means of acquisition 'under the procedures in question, However, to be fully precise, the Court 
notes that some acquisitions of foreign intelligence information could involve means that do not fall 
within the definition of “electronic surveillance'"’ at 50 U.S.C. § 1801(f) for reasons other than, or in 
addition to. their being directed at persons reasonably believed to be outside of the United States;

(continued...)

Page 7
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at first glance, at least, this harmonization is imperfect. For example, an acquisition of foreign 

intelligence information that concerns a person outside of the United States might not necessarily be 

understood to involve surveillance directed at a person outside of the United States. The concepts 

are related and overlapping, but not necessarily co-extensive under the terms of the statute.

Despite these interpretative difficulties, it seems clear that procedures will satisfy the 

relevant statutory requirements if they are reasonably designed to ensure both

(1) that such acquisitions do not constitute "electronic surveillance,’7 because they are 

surveillance directed at persons reasonably believed to be outside of the United States, and

(2) that the acquisitions of foreign intelligence information concern persons reasonably 

believed to be outside of the United States.

Accordingly, the Court will review, under a ‘"clearly erroneous” standard, whether the procedures 

satisfy each prong of this formulation. Where separate application of the two prongs may produce 

divergent results, the statutory language is further analyzed in the relevant factual context. See Parts 

IILB. and III.D infra. In this review, the Court will both examine the written procedures themselves, 

and consider and rely on information provided by the government in its October 26, 2007 response 

and at the December 12, 2007 hearing regarding the implementation of the procedures and the 

intended effect of certain of their provisions.

-------TOP STZ C RET //CO MINT /'/O RC O N .NO F Q RN//X 1-----

’f...continued)
for example, the means of acquisition could constitute a “physical search" as defined at 50 U.S.C. 
§ 1821(5). But as long as the means of acquisition is directed at persons reasonably believed to be 
outside of the United States, NSA is not conducting “electronic surveillance,” and the Court need 
not inquire into any additional reasons that might support this conclusion.

TOP SEC RET //CO MI NT //O R C O N,N O FORM//X1
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EH. Consideration of the Procedures

A. Overview of Procedures ■

iroceaures are quite similar. Because the procedures 

apply to the acquisition of foreign intelligence information about different entities, they include 

different descriptions of targets. There are other variations in wording, about which the Court 

inquired in its October 11 Order.'5 The government has clarified that these variations do not reflect 

"substantive differences" among the procedures, but rather result from drafting refinements that 

took place after the adoption of procedures. Gov 7 Response at 9, Thus, while the most

recently filed procedures provide more technical detail on some points, the descriptions in all the 

procedures remain "accurate and current." id. at 9-11. Accordingly, the procedures are discussed 

jointly herein.'1

The procedures involve an assessment by NSA analysts, based on available information, that 

the user of a particular telephone number or electronic communications account/address/"identifier 

(“e-mail account”) ' ' reasonably appears to be outside of the United States, before that telephone

In most respects, the I

:: Tne Court recognizes that many of these accounts/addresses/identifiers can be used for 
electronic communications other then e-mail, but will use the term "e-mail account” for ease of

(continued...)
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I  1 : __  ■

For each tasking, analysts are required to provide a ‘'citation” to information or reporting on 

which they rely in making this assessment, and NSA personnel verify that an appropriate citation

‘"(...continued)
reference.

TOP 5ECRET//C^H:,>rr/?Q-ReON';NOf ,Otgv//X1-----
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entry is made before a tasking is approved,

---- TOP SECKET//CQMINT//ORCQN,NQrORfti/.'X l

After a telephone number or e-mail account has been tasked, NS A* will routinely take 

specified steps designed to assess whether the uset remains outside of the United States. I

In the event that information is “acquired by directing surveillance at a person not reasonably 

believed to be outside the United States in a manner that constitutes electronic surveillance, as 

defined ’under the FISA, [such information] shall be purged from NS A databases." I

If the user of a tasked facility had 

been reasonably believed to be outside of the United States at the time of tasking, but later was 

determined to be within the United States. NSA will “[tjerminate the acquisition from that person 

without delay and determine whether to seek authorization to conduct electronic surveillance undeT 

7" - ,%■ _ * I

TOP SECPJET//'COMINT,iVORCOM^NOFORN/i^-l-
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The procedures also include oversight and compliance measures, including reviews, at

intervals no greater than 60 days, by personnel from the Department of Justice and the Office of the

— TOP 5ECRET//CO?»n>rr//ORCONJ<OFORN-/^ t t -------

reviews involve examination of the “citations" recorded by the NSA analysts in support of their pre

tasking assessment that the user of the facility is outside of the United States, and, where the

significance of the citation is not apparent on its face, of the supporting materials referenced in the 

•citations Id. at 5. 10-11. fine documentation has beer, reviewed in this

manner, id. at 5-6, and these reviews have found that "a strong majority" of taskings were properly 

documented by referencing materials that supported tire analysts’ determination that the user of the 

tasked facility was outside of the United States. Id. ai 12. Most of the problems identified have ■ 

concerned adequacy of documentation, id. at 6-8, 12, and training and technical improvements have 

been made in response to them. Id. at 10, 34-35. As to the actual location of the users of the tasked 

facilities, it appears that, in approximately ̂ J ta se s , the user of a tasked facility may have been 

within the United States. While examination of these cases by the government is not complete, the 

government expects that at least some of them may have involved a user reasonably believed to 

have been outside the United States at the time of tasking who, based upon later-obtained 

information, was subsequently determined to be within the United States. Id. at 33-14.

TOP
Page 12
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B. Analysis of Procedures as Applied to Communications to or from Tasked facilities

For the most part. NS A surveillance under the PAA acquires telephone communications that 

are placed to or from tasked telephone numbers, and electronic communications that are sent to or 

from tasked e-mail accounts,'4 In order to apply the two-pronged formulation stated on page 8 

supra, it is necessary to determine at which persons this form of NSA surveillance is “directed,” and 

which persons the resulting acquisitions of foreign intelligence information “concern,”

Under the first prong, which corresponds to the language of § 1805a, it is natural to think of 

the users of the tasked facilities as the persons at whom surveillance is “directed.” A user of a 

tasked facility is a party to every communication acquired by this form of surveillance. It is true that 

other persons are subjected to the surveillance when they communicate with the users of the tasked 

facilities. But NSA is not targeting the communications of those other persons for general 

acquisition; rather, those persons come within the scope of the surveillance only when they are 

communicating with the users of the tasked facilities.15 In the plain meaning of the term, this form 

of surveillance is “directed” at the users of the tasked facilities, and not at other persons.16 * 14

14 NSA also acquires another category of electronic communications, which is discussed in 
Part IH.D infra. ■

. 15 United States persons whose communications are acquired will be afforded the protection
of FISA minimization procedures. See 50 U.S.C. § 1801(h) (defining “minimization procedures”) 
and § 18Q5b(a)(5) (requiring Attorney General and DNI to determine that the minimization 
procedures to be used with respect to PAA. acquisitions meet the definition at § 1801(h)). .

14 This conclusion comports with the prevalent understanding, ’under a differen^rovision of 
FISA, of the “facility” at which surveillance is "directed ” The FISC has :s s u e d r d e r s
authorizing the acquisition of communications to and from specified telephone num be^an^-m ail 
accounts, and those orders identify such telephone numbers and e-mail accounts as the “facilities” at 

. (continued...)
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Under the second prong, which corresponds .0 the language 0: § 1805b(a)O)i the

acquisitions cf foreign intelligence information resulting from this form of surveillance clearly 

"concern'' the users of the tasked facilities, who are parties *.0 each acquired communication. It 

could be argued that these acquisitions also '‘concern’' persons who communicate with the users of 

the tasked facilities, anc even third parties who are mentioned in such communications. However, 

there are sound reasons for concluding that the second prong is still satisfied. Section 18Q5b(a)(l), 

by its terms, does not require that the acquisition of foreign intelligence information exclusively 

concern persons reasonably believed to be outside cf the United States. Moreover, so stringent a 

reading would put § 1805b(a)(l) at odds with 5 1835a, which focuses on the location of persons at 

whom the surveillance is “directed,'5 net at the broader class of persons whose communications or 

information are acquired by the surveillance. Therefore, 5 13C5b(a)(l) should be interpreted ir. a 

manner that harmonizes its requirements with those of §§ 1805a and 1 SOScfb). See Food & Drug 

Admin, v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Core.. 529 U.3. 120, 133 (2000) (court must interpret 

statute “as a symmetrical and coherent regulatory scheme, and fit, if possible, ali parrs into an 

harmonious whole”) (internal quotations and citations emitted).4 * * 17 This may be done by interpreting 

§ 1 305b(a)(l) to permit procedures reasonably designed to ensure that each acquisition “concerns” 

a person reasonably believed to be outside of the United States, even if the acquisition also may

-----TOP SECRET//COMFVT//ORCON JiOFORX'/Xl--------

l4(...continued)
which this form of "electronic surveillance is directed” for purposes of 50 US.C. § 1305(a)(3)(B).

17 “ he government implicitly adopts a similar interpretative apprcacn. See Gov't Response
a: l(“[T]he government has tiled jrocedures used to determine that certain acquisitions 
of foreign intelligence information concern persons reasonably believed tc be located outside of the 
United States and, therefore, do not constitute electronic surveillance.”) (emphasis added).

T n p  c rrp rT /,rn M T N T n O p rn i> -  M n rn m i.' Vi
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'‘concern" another person who is in the United States. The Court adopts this interpretation in its ,

review of whether the procedures are clear]y erroneous.

Thus, for the form of NS A surveillance that acquires communications that are to or from the 

tasked facilities, both prongs of the two-part formulation stated on page 8 supra will be satisfied if 

the procedures are reasonably designed to ensure that the 'users of the tasked facilities are reasonably 

believed to be outside of the United States.
11 .

The Court finds, under the applicable "clearly erroneous” standard, that the procedures as

generally summarized in Part III.A. supra are reasonably designed to ensure that the users of tasked

facilities are reasonably believed to be located outside of the United States. While the procedures

leave it to the discretion of NSA analysts exactly which steps are appropriate to take prior to tasking

a particular phone number or e-mail account, analysts are required to make a record of the basis for

their assessment that the user is outside of the United Sates. After tasking, there are additional

steps -  some of which are taken as frequently as to verity that this assessment

remains valid. The results of the reviews conducted by the Department of Justice and the Office of

the DNI, as described at the hearing in this matter, support this finding. The Court anticipates that

continuation of ihorough reviews by the Department of Justice and the Office of the DNI will aid in

h e  timely identification and resolution of future problems that may arise,
« '

However, certain provisions of h e  procedures require further analysis, as discussed below. 

C, "Grandfathering” of Previously Tasked Facilities 

The procedures for acquisitions regarding |

|ex em p t from certain

— TOP SEC RET //CO M P f f  //Q R C Q N ,N Q F Q Rfrrr?H—
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requirements telephone numbers and e-nail accounts that had been "‘properly tasked for collection”

reasonably believed that the facilities were being used outside the United States and that NSA had 

discovered no information indicating that the facilities were being used in the United States.” Gov ’/ 

Response at 4. NSA’s prior determination that these users "were reasonably believed to be located 

outside the United States” was “based on the same categories of information (i.e.

described in the 07-01 procedures.” Id. at 3. However, in implementing those prior authorities, 

NSA did not have formalized processes for verification, documentation, and systematic re-checking 

of a target’s location. Id. at 4. ,

Such previously tasked phone numbers and e-mail accounts are exempt from pre-tasking * 

requirements under the 07-01 procedures, but "are subjected to the same post-tasking procedures 

designed to verify that their location is outside of the United States and to notify NSA of any 

changes to their location as are other facilities.” Id. As noted above, these post-tasking procedures 

me .. u  On this understanding, the

Court finds that the exemption of these facilities from pre-tasking requirements does not alter its

r)

TOP 5ECRJET//COMIWT//ORCON,NOFCRN//X1
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general conclusion chat the procedures satisfy the applicable review for clear error with regard to

acquisition of communications to or &om tasked telephone numbers and e-mail accounts.

D. Acquisition of "About" Communications

In addition to acquiring communications that are to or from a tasked facility, NS A also 

acquires electronic communications that are "about,” i.e., contain a reference to. a tasked e-mail 

account,18 (There is no comparable acquisition of phone communications.) Because these "about"

15 These "about” communications consist of the fo liow ing^H catc@or:es ^ or ease 0T 
reference, the e-mail account tasked for acquisition is given the name :itasked@email.com!’)'

See Gov i Response at 7 (referencing description at pages 12-14 ol the Primary OrdeT issued c n (
(continued..,
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communications will not necessarily be to or from the user of a tasked e-mail account, it is

necessary to analyze them separately under the two-pronged formulation previously discussed on 

page 8 surra. Under that formulation, the relevant statutory requirements will be met if the . 

procedures are reasonably designed to ensure both (1) that the acquisitions do not constitute 

“electronic surveillance.” because they are surveillance directed at persons reasonably believed to be 

outside of the United States, and (2) that the acquisitions of foreign intelligence information concern 

persons reasonably believed to be outside of the United States.

In each case, the user of the tasked e-mail account will have already been determined by 

NSA, in accordance with the procedures (to include the “grandfathering” provision in the 07-0) 

procedures), to reasonably appear to be outside of the United Stares. In addition. "INSA will either

reasons, the Court accepts, for purposes of its “clearly erroneous” review, that for each “about” 

communication that is acquired, there is reason to believe; (a) that the user of the tasked e-mail

? In the event that NSA determines that an '"about” communication was acquired where ail 
parties to the communication were within the United States. NSA would purge information about 
the communication from its databases. Trans, at 47-48.

TOP 5£C R£Tl;'CO M INT//ORCO N,NQ rO RJS//X l
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account, the name of which is referenced in the acquired commutdcation, is outside of the United

States; and (b) that at least one party to the acquired communication is outside of the United States. 

From, these two conclusions, it follows that "about" communications satisfy' the second prong of the 

above-described formulation because there is reason to believe that the acquired communications 

"concern” persons reasonably believed to be outside of the United States.

This is true for two reasons. First, there is reason to believe that such communications 

concern the users of the tasked e-mail accounts that are referenced in the communications, and those 

users are reasonably believed to be outside of the United States. Second, there is reason to believe 

that at. least one party to an acquired communication is outside of the United States, such that the 

communication will "concern” that party also. In addition to these persons reasonably believed to 

be outside of the Ignited States, the acquired communications might also “concern** other persons, 

including some persons in the United States. This fact, however, is not fatal to the procedures, 

because an acquisition may properly concern a person in, the United States, provided that it also 

concerns one or more persons reasonably believed to be outside of the United States, under the 

interpretation adopted by the Court to harmonize § 18G5b(a)(T) with §§ 1805a and 1805cfb), See 

Part Ul.B. supra. Accordingly, the Court finds, under the applicable "clearly erroneous’* standard,, 

that the second prong of this formulation, relating to the requirements of § 1 S05b(a)(.!.}, is satisfied.

Under the first prong of the formulation, the analysis is not as simple, because it less clear at 

whom this form of surveillance is “directed.” In one sense, NS A directs the surveillance by tasking 

■ particular e-mail accounts for acquisition, and as.a result of that tasking opjy communications that 

are to, from or “about” a tasked e-mail account are acquired. From this perspective, the users of the

TO F.SEC lR lT^CD M IN T//O It£0^ '̂ O ^ M ^ t f j a
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tasked e-mail accounts, who by virtue of the procedures are reasonably believed to be outside of the

United States, could be regarded as the persons at whom the surveillance is directed, .Ml the 

acquired communications relate in some fashion to the tasked e-mail accounts, and ail persons other 

than the users of the tasked accounts have their communications acquired only to the extent that 

they communicate with, or “about," a tasked e-mail account. In less technical terms, MSA is trying 

to obtain information primarily about the users of the tasked e-mail accounts, and about other 

persons only insofar as their communications relate to those accounts.

However, 'here is another sense in which N$A could be said to ''direct” this form cf 

surveillance. NSA takes steps to ensure,|

■  that eu-h ' lur-cati.a*_qu:: cJ has a: l : . r  p;.vry :u:.-; 4,* cl 'Lb: Uniied 

States. In this sense, NSA’s surveillance can be said to be directed at parties outside of the United 

States who send or receive communications that contain a reference to the tasked e-mail account. 

The government appears to adhere to this understanding. See

“NSA will direct [this form of] surveillance at a party to the 

communication reasonably believed to be outside the United States.”); Gov't Response at 7 (“The 

person from whom NSA seeks to acquire communications in such cases is the party to the 

communication who is reasonably believed to be located outside of the United States.”)

There is a third possibility: that the surveillance is Instead or also directed at those persons 

inside the United States who send or receive communications that contain a reference to the tasked 

e-mail account, the user of which is reasonably believed to be outside cf the United States. But 

against this view, it could be argued that NSA „s not affirmatively directing the surveillance at these

------TOPSEeRJET,'/CQMlNT/;ORCU.N',F'iOFQR.N//Xi-----
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persons, either individually (e.g., by tasking e-mail accounts used by them) or collectively (e.g., by

conducting the surveillance in a manner to ensure that at least one party to the communication is 

inside the United States). •

Under the tenns of §§ 1805a and 1805c(b). it is difficult to ascertain the class of persons at 

whom this form of surveillance is "directed.'’ However, the Court recognizes that, under the 

"clearly erroneous” standard of review applicable under § 18Q5c(b), the government's determination 

regarding the procedures should be overturned only where there is "a definite and firm conviction 

that a mistake has been committed." McAllister. 348 U.S. at 20. The Court is also mindful, as 

stated in Part m.B above, that where possible it should harmonize the requirements of §§ 1805a and 

1805c(b) with those of § 1805b(a)(l). See rood & Drug Admin.. 529 U.S. at 133. Having 

determined thai the procedures satisfy the second prong of the formulation stated on page 8 suora. 

which follows the language of § 1805b(a)(l), the Court should adopt a reasonable interpretation of 

§§ 1805a and 1 805c(b) that permits a feeing that the first prong is satisfied, even if  the statutory

language is open to other reasonable interpretations.

Accordingly, in reviewing these procedures, the Court adopts the interpretation that, under 

§§ 1 805a and 1 805c(b), this form of surveillance is ’‘directed” (i) at the users of the tasked e-mail 

accounts (each of whom, by implementation cf tne procedures, is reasonably believed to be outside 

of the United States); (ii) at those parties to the acquired communications who, by virtue of

are reasonably believed

to be outside o f the United States; or (iii) at both these classes of persons. 3ecause there is reason 

to believe that both classes of persons are outside of the United States, the Court finds, under the

-TOP SEGRET 7COMiVT-VORCON.NOFORJVv'X 1
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irclearly erroneous” standard applicable under § 1805c, that the first prong of the formulation stated

on page 8 supra is satisfied. The Court expresses no opinion on whether such a finding could he 

made for procedures that did not provide reason to believe that both the user of the tasked e-mail 

accounts and at least one party to the acquired communications are outside of the United States.

E. Emergency Departure Provision 

The procedures state:

If, in order to protect against an immediate threat to the national security, the NSA 
determines that it must take action in apparent departure from these procedures and 
that it is not feasible to obtain a timely modification of these procedures from the 
Attorney General and Director of National Intelligence. NSA may take such action 
and shall report that activity promptly to [the Department of Justice and the Office of 
the DNI].

As of the hearing on December 12, this departure provision had not been invoked. Trans, at 

28. By the terms of this provision, any requirement of the procedures could be the subject of a 

"departure.”30 However, the government has explained that it anticipates that an emergency 

departure might be invoked in one of three contexts:

30 Even in emergency circumstances, though, NSA “would continue to adhere to the 
statutory limitation that it could only direct surveillance at a target reasonably believed to be located 
outside of the United States.” Gov't Response at 2.

__ TOP SrXR ET/,|CO M I>iT //QRCO N,N O FO R fitfX i --------
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The government intends that NS A!s prompt notification of the activity conducted pursuant 

to an emergency departure would be in writing (either initially or following an oral notification), 

such that the propriety of such activity could be assessed in future reviews. Id. at 40. The departure 

from the procedures would be only as broad as necessary to respond to the immediate threat to 

national security, id. at 33-34, and would terminate once the immediate threat had receded. Id. at 

36-37. If the government concluded that a broader or longer-lasting modification of the procedures 

was appropriate, it would revise the procedures accordingly and submit the revision to the FISC for 

review under § 1805c. Id, at 56-57.

The Court recognizes that it is difficult to anticipate in advance what steps would be most 

efficacious in responding to an emergency. The government has determined that a delegation to 

NS A of authority to depart from the procedures temporarily, when necessary to respond to an 

immediate threat to national security, and only when modification by the Attorney General and the 

DNI cannot be timely obtained, is a reasonable means of responding to emergencies. NS A is 

required to report such activity' promptly to the Attorney General and the DNI, who may then take 

appropriate action if they do not believe that the departure is justified. Based on the government's

----- TOP SECRET//COMfVT//ORCONtyO PQ BWflH------
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explanation of the intended functioning of the emergency departure provision, the Court finds, in

reliance on the government’s explanation, that this provision does not alter its general conclusion 

that the procedures satisfy the applicable review for clear error.

IV. Conclusion

For the reasons stated herein, the Court finds, in the language of 50 U.S.C. § 1805c(b) and 

consistent with the Courtis interpretation of that provision in view of 50 U.S.C. §§ 1805b(a)( 1) and 

1805a, that the Government’s determination under 50 U.S.C. § 18Q5b(a)(l) that t h e |

^procedures "are reasonably designed to ensure that 

acquisitions conducted pursuant to [§ 1805b] do not constitute electronic surveillance" is not 

"clearly erroneous.” Accordingly, pursuant to § 1805c(c). it is hereby ORDERED that the 

continued use of such procedures is approved.

ENTERED this /£_ shy cf January, .1 •• h regard ngB

COLLEEN KOLLAR-KOTELlY 
Judge, United States Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court
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UNITED STATES

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT

ORDER

On August 17, 2007, the soveioijisni filed a set of procedures with this Court pursuant to 50 
U.S.C. § 1 805C. Those procedures pertain io a cerciacadon by the Attorney General and the 
Director of National Intelligence, styled DLT'AG 1053 Certification 07-01, filed under seal on 
August 10, 2007, pursuant to § 18053(c). Under that certification, and following those procedures 
(“07-01 procedures"),, 
informadon re

These submissions provide the first occasion for Court review of such procedures under 50 
U.S.C. § 1 8C5C(b). Under that provision, the Court "shall assess the Government's determination 

. . that [such] procedures are reasonably designed to ensure that acquisitions conducted pursuant to 
section 1805B do not constitute.electronic surveillance. The court's review shall be limited to 
whether the Government's deteriniiialioii is clearly erroneous." Evidently, it is the government’5 
view that acquisitions 'ruder the above-referenced procedures will not constitute electronic 
surveillance because they will be “directed at a person reasonably believed to be located outside of 
the United States," and therefore will be excluded mom the definition of electronic surveillance by 
§ 1 SOSA. ’

3 r r c e d c r e s  me similar :r, mar- u y u r ,  u s  3 .un intends 
to consider a l l^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B o m c e a t^ u o in f iy  for purposes of review- under § 1 S05C(b).

TOP SECRET/.'CO ft HNT//0 RGO ?«J1 < Q TO R> it M l '
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In furtherance of that consideration, it is hereby ORDERED as follows:

1. Due government shall file supplemental briefing and information on the following 
questions, which the Court has identified as the principal issues for purposes of its review of these 
procedures under § 1 8Q5C(b):

(a) Under what circumstances is it envisioned that, under Part IV. of all |
procedures, an “immediate threat to the national security” would require departure from the
procedures? What previsions of the procedures would have to be disregarded in such
circumstances in order to respond to such a threat? Is a delegation to NSA of authority to
decide when it is justified to “depart” from these procedures consistent with statutory
requirements?

(b) Footnote 1, page 1, of the 07-01 procedures appears to exempt from these procedures 
facilities “properly tasked for collection" under certain prior authorities from the 07-01 
procedures. To what extent did that prior tasking involve a determination of the user’s 
location under procedures comparable to those now before the Court? .Are such facilities 
permanently exempted from all requirements of the 07-01 procedures? Or, for example, are 
they exempted from requirements for the initiation of collection, but are subject to post
initiation procedures (see subparagraph (c) below') designed to verify that the user of a 
facility is still outside of the United States?

(c) The procedures state that NSA will “routinely” undertake certain activities that together 
will constitute an “analysis designed to detect those occasions when a person who when

United States.”

(i) At what tune intervals will each of the various steps be taken0 

(n) It appears that NSA may continue to regard a facility —|
■  i  ....-M: . . . •

States, even after it becomes aware .of indications that it may be used by someone in the 
United States. To what extent do these procedures embody a presumption that a user who is 
initially assessed to be outside of the United States remains outside of the United States, 
even if there are later indications to the contrary? If there is such a presumption, why is it 
reasonable?

(d) Toe procedures describe circumstances 
^ o u ^ h ^ m ^ e tim u ^ n o t  to or from the target. ” |

| dq<ss this acquisition involve the interception of one or more types 
of “about comm uni catinvs/^W aqcrtbed at pages 12-14 of the Primary Order issued on May 
31, 2007, in Docket N o .^ ^ ^ w  Who is the “person from 'whom [NSA] seeks to obtain

TO? SkCKEI'7GQA4TXT//ORCQND?QTORN kX1
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” in litis context? 
vNSA acquire st

reasonably believed that at least one part;,- (sender or recipient) to the communication is 
outside of the United States? Or should the location of the sender he determinative?

(e) The procedures state that “information acquired by dirsctnig surveillance at a person not 
reasonably believed to be outside of the United States in a manner that constitutes electronic 
su ra illanc^^^kal^^u rcfg rH m j-^N S A  databases.” |

I f - r e :  :m- r m  mat _  rc. : : o: met
information) in any form, shall be desc-oyed?

the extent that these differences in wording are intended to reflect a substantive difference in Bow 
the procedures are implemented, the government is directed to explain in its submission the 
differences in implementation and reasons therefor. To the extent that these differences -in wording 
are not intended to reflect a substantive difference, but rather, e.g., reflect drafting refinements that 
took place after the submission of the 07-01 procedures, the government's submission shall so state, 
and shall include revised versions of the procedures to the extent necessary to make each set of 
procedures fully accurate and current

3. The government shall make its submission, in conformance with paragraphs 1. and 2. 
above, on or before October 26, 2007.

uzL-
-his J j_  day of October, 200/, regarding

COLLEEN K OLLAR-K OTSLLY 
Judge, United States Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court
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UNITED STATES ' " * ' '  ' •
=* •• - • liL ! ^ I• ^ , i i L . . •;

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE QOUK.T . '
' ---7 TON

WASHINGTON, D.C.

GOVERNMENT’S RESPONSE TO 
THE COURT’S ORDER OF OCTOBER 11- 2007

The United States of America, through the 'undersigned Department of Justice

attorney, respectfully submits this response to the questions the Court posed in its Order

dated October 11, 2007, in the above-captioned matter. TSU

ocedures

used to determine that certain acquisitions of foreign intelligence informah cm concern
t

persons reasonably believed to be located outside of the United States and, therefore, do 

not constitute electronic surveillance. See 50 U.S.C. § 1805A (“Nothing in the definition 

of electronic surveillance under section 101(f) shall be construed to encompass 

surveillance directed at a person reasonably believed to be located outside of the United 

States,”) In e s s^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Jp ro c e d tire s  correspond to 

certifications -  captioned B

respectively -  authorizing the National Security Agency (NSA) to acquire foreign 

----------TOP SECRET.VCOIVIINT'VORCONrN&FGRN^MR------ ------

Classified by: Viarg-j-ret A. Skellv-Nolen. Acting Counsel for 
Intelligence Policy. NSD. DQJ 

Reason: 1,4f c) .
Declassify on: 26 October 2032 „

Pursuant to 50 U.S.C. § 1805C, the Government has filed
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mielti genes information regarding various targets. In accordance with 50 U.3.C. §

1805C(bJ, the Court “shall assess the Government’s determination . . . that [such] 

procedures are reasonably designed to ensure that acquisitions conducted pursuant to

section 1Q5B do not constitute electronic surveillance.” This review is limited to whether

the Government’s determination is “clearly erroneous.” Id. The following responses to

the Court’s questions are based primarily on information provided by NSA.'^S^.

juesdonJTa} "Under what circumstances is it envisioned that, under P art IV of all B
procedures, an “immediate threat to be  national security” would require departure 

rronHne procedures? What provisions of the procedures would have to be disregarded m 
such circumstances in order to respond to such a threat? Is a delegation to NS A of 
authonty to decide when it is justined to “depart” morn these procedures consistent with 
statutory requirements? (TS//SI/.'OC.N7)

Answer 1 i a > Part IV of each set of procedures was inserted to allow for an

emergency situation in which the Government must acquire foreign intelligence

information on an emergency basis in order to protect against an immediate threat to 

the national security, but is unable to comply with the procedures at the time of the 

acquisition. For example, due to an emergency situation, the NS A analyst requesting

information. "Under such circumstances, the Government ’would continue to adhere to

the statutory limitation that it could only 'direct surveillance at a target reasonably

believed to be located outside of the United stales. I//OC ,1 n i ■}

TOP SECI^T/'COftgNT.VORCONJS'OFORN/'/Mn
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The Government believes this provision is consistent with statutory requirements 

because, as noted above, the Government will adhere to the statutory limitation in the 

Protect .America Act of 2007 (?AA) in any case in which it departs from the 

procedures to protect against an immediate threat. Further. Part TV of the procedures 

requires that action under this provision only be taken in the event that obtaining a 

timely modification of the procedures from the Director of National Intelligence 

(DNI) and the Attorney General (AG) is not feasible, In addition, Pan IV of the 

procedures requires prompt notification of NSA’s departure from the procedures to 

the representatives of the DNI and AG. Accordingly, to the extent NSA has been 

delegated the authority to decide if a departure from the procedures is necessary, there 

will be an opportunity for the DNI and AG to review any such decision by NSA. 

- f f S t f S W C ^ .

Question l£b) Footnote I, page I, of the 07-01 procedures appears to exempt from those 
procedures facilities "'properly tasked for collection.” under certain prior authorities from 
the 07-01 procedures. To what extent did that prior tasking involve a detsrmina.fion of 
the user's location under procedures comparable to those now before the Court? Are 
such, facilities permanently exempted from all requirements of the 07-01 procedures? Or, 
for example, are they exempted from requirements for the initiation of collection, but are 
subject to post-initiation procedures (see subparagraph (c) below) designed-to verify that 
the user of a facility is still outside of the United States ;r  ( I h//l51//lOQ,Mfi—

Answer lfb l NSA determined that the 'users of facilities tasked for collection under 

docket n u m b e r s ^ ^ ^ l  a n d ^ ^ ^ J w e r e  reasonably believed to be located outside
'*i _________________

the -;mted States based on the same categories cf information

■  described in the 07-01 procedures. However, at the trine the fereignness

‘ In dockst number I 
as ~selectors” raider 
for collection under I

telephone numbers and e-mail accounts tasked for collection were referred to 
imjucdities. For case of reference, telephone numbers and e-mail accounts tasked 

|are referred to herein as “facilities.” I,f SffSWOCjNF)----

IO  ? S£ CRETl /C OMINT//QRG ON ,NQFORN/7MR
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determination was made for each of those facilities tasked for collection under docket 

n u m b a n d  every database that is mentioned in the 07-01

procedures did not necessarily exist, or contain the same types of iniomsadon. The 

tact chat each of the facilities was presented to the. Court in docket numbers

that NS A reasonably believed that the facilities were being used 

outside the United Slates and that NS A had discovered no information indicating that 

the facilities were being used in the United States. However, NSA did not have in 

place, prior to the PAA, the formalized and repeatable pre-tasking procedures it has in 

place now with respect to such determinations. Most significantly. NSA had no 

requirement that such determinations be documented or that the information which 

formed the basts for the determinations be maintained at NSA in a way that could be 

retrieved and provided to those conducting oversight. Nor did NSA have any 

systematic posi-iaskiiig procedures to ensure that NSA became aware of any 

discrepancies between NSA’s pie-tasking foreignness determination for a target and 

the target’s actual location. "fT5//5bV'OC,Nr)-

r anilities that had been tasked for collection under docket numbers

|r a t i ire new tasked under the P.AA ire not permanently exempted mom ah 

requirements of the 07-01 procedures. Specifically, facilities initially tasked pursuant 

to footnote ] of tbs 07-03 procedures are subjected to the same post-tasking 

procedures designed to verify that their location is outside of the United States and to 

notify NSA of any changes to their location as are other facilities. -(TS//SI//QCJn7)‘

TOP SLC?U:Ty,COhmvT//ORCONUN'OFOIUl(;',AfR
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Question Kci The procedures state that NSA will "routinely*’ undertake certain 
activities that together will constitute an “analysis designed to detect those occasions 
■when a person who when targetei^^u^easonab^^shsvecH ^b^ocatej^versea^as 
r.ru- en-ered the Umts-i States.'' I

| f F5//0LVOCJ?r) ■

Question lfcifT At what tune intervals will each of the varices steos be taken? 
-̂ SSJT O QCitC )—  * .

Answer 1/ckii Electronic communications accounts/addresses/identifiers tasked 

pursuant to hie procedures arc all checked against ± e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ |d u c a b a s e  (as

re 'c r  re i r: tip  pr: -  - '! ■

Ira order to try to detect whether a tasked 

electronic comm uni cations accoimtiaddress/identi ner has been used from a location 

inside the United States. The results of these checks are reviewed^ 

CTSiVGL'VOC.^rr^

Telephone selectors are likewise p r o c e s s e d the results are 

■ -c Per the ourrcrc of atteu.oting to cr.f;- the user':- location.
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(TSi'/siy/ocf>if^

It appears that NS A may continue to regard a facility
being used by a person outside 

of the United Stares, even after it becomes aware of indications that it may be used by 
someone in the United States. To what extent do these procedures embody a 
presumption that a.user who is initially assessed to be outside of the United States 
remains outside of the United States, even if there are jarer indications to the contrary? If 
there is such a presumption, why is it reasonable? (TS/rSTi'QGhTj)

Answer KcYiTi Once NSA determines that the user of a facility is reasonably

believed to be outside the United Stales, it will presume that the user remains outside

the United States, unless it becomes aware of indications to the contrary. The post- 

tasking procedures contained in Part I of the procedures, and also described in 

response to the Court’s question l(c)(i), are designed to alert MSA to any indications 

that the user is no longer outside the United States. However, there are cases in 

whicb'iufornatic'n. NSA receives may indicate a user is in the United States, but NSA 

may still reasonably believe, based on analysis of additional information in NSA’s 

possession, that the user is located outside of he United States. For example,B

TOT STCIUtT//C'QftiINT//QRCONJiOriORP<7/MR
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Question lfcT) The procedures describe circumstances “where NS|
from the target.”

>oes this acquisitio!
interception of one or more types of “about communications.” as described at pages 12-
14 of the Primary Order issued on May 31 , 2007, in Docket No
person

context?

Who is the 
this
May N S A

acquire such communications, as long as it is reasonably believed that at least one party 
(sender or recipient) to tbs communication is outside of the United States? Or should the 
location of the sender be determinative? (TS/.'SL70C,>rF)

Answer Iftii The acquisition “where NS A seeks to acquire communications about

the target,” but “not to or mom the target” involves the interception of “ about” 

commtmications as described at pages 12-14 of the Primary Order issued on May 31, 

2007, in Docket N o . ^ ^ J  (ISfrS17PC,NF) ■

The person from whom NS A seeks to acquire communications in such cases is 

the party to the communication who is reasonably believed to be located outside the 

United States. NS A may acquire such communications as long as it reasonably 

believes at least one party (sender or recipient) is outside of the United States, and the 

location of the sender of the communication should not be determinative. As noted in

the procedures, in those cases where NS A seeks to acquire communications about the 

targe: that are not to or from the target, NS A v_i |

in order to ensure that

TOr  9EfrR g T h C —
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the person from whom it seeks to obtain foreign intelligence information is located

outside of the Umtsd Stales. ■(i?S//5I/OC,NT)

Question If el The procedures state that “information acquired by directing surveillance 
at a person not reasonably believed to be outside of the United Stales in a mmnc^hat

databases.” |
Does this mean that all

records ot copies of such infonnation, in any form, shall be destroyed?^ -T'S//S»/QC.>iF) - 

Answer (T)i'e') In the even: N5 A determined that it bad “information acquired by 

directing surveillance at a person not reasonably believed to be outside of the United 

States in a manner that constitutes electronic surveillance," NS A would purge the 

information t o n  its databases ana take 3tees designed to ensure that all other records 

or copies of such information, in any form, were destroyed Data, collected by NS A 

under PAA authority is precisely labeled ana controlled and it is stored in a limited 

number of known, established electronic repositories. If required to purge the data,

NS A analysts would provide the system administrators of these repositories with the 

precise identifying information for the data to be purged in order to pinpoint the 

specific data that resulted from the inappropriate collection, and would continue to 

follow up until the purge was completed -(T3//3b"'OCJvFT

In addition, NSA would determine whether anything from this collection had been 

disseminated and would take steps to delete intelligence reports from NSA databases, 

subsequently issuing a report cancellation notice to all customers who would have 

received the original report, requesting that they delete it mom their own holdings.

NS A analysts are trained and tested on the kandlmg requirements for data collected 

pursuant to the PAA, including the conditions under which the data must be purged, 

and the requirement to destroy any hard copies that they have retained. NSA relies on
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local managers, intelligence oversight officers, and the analysts who discover the 

problem selectors to ensure, to the extent possible, that these hard copies are

destroyed. -fFS

Question 2 Sortie of the 
explanation t'fo: example

However, there are other differences m 
wording, the effect of which is uncertain.' To the extent that these differences in wording 
are intended to reflect a substantive difference in how the procedures are implemented, 
the government is directed to explain in its submission the differences in implementation 
and reasons therefor. To the extent that these differences in wording are not intended to 
reflect a substantive difference, but rather, e.g., reflect drafting refinements that took 
place after the submission of the 07-01 procedures, the government’s submission shah so 
state, and shall include revised versions of the procedures to the extent necessary to make 
each set of procedures fully accurate and current —̂T S L 1'/O C i T )

Answer 2 No substantive differences were intended among the procedures. The 

differences- identified by the Court reflect subtle refinements that took place as the 

procedures for each certification were drafted and finalized
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As explained above, none of the differences in wording identified "by the Court

resulted from changes that were made to correct an inaccuracy or to make currant
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information that had become outdated. Therefore, the Government has not provided 

revised versions of the procedures because the procedures presented to the Court, as 

approved by the DNI and the AG, are accurate and current, notwithstanding these 

minor differences. ~frGiVD17QG ,NFj—

Respectfully submitted,

Deputy Assistant Attorney General

.Associate Counsel

Attorney-Advisor

National Security Division 
U.S. Department cf Justice
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